Jess Mitchell
Inclusive Design Research Centre
Once projected managed the Ghana Internet Exchange Point now expert in inclusive design. Makes the world better one thoughtful moment at a time.
Maha Bali

_Virtually Connecting / American University in Cairo_

Unparalleled dedication to connecting researchers, activists, and practitioners around the globe.

@Bali_Maha

By Rori! Comics for UnCommon Women, CC BY
Eman Jaradat
Jordan Open Source Association
Media activist, mentor and advocate across the Arab World.

@eman
Teresa Nobre
CC Portugal / Communia
Without exception or limitations, she is a lawyer and expert in IP, and a passionate copyright reform researcher.
María Juliana Soto Narváez
Fundación Karisma
Energetic open culture advocate, supporting the open community in Colombia.

@JulianitaQueTal
Mary Burgess & Amanda Coolidge

BCcampus
The powerhouse open education duo. Courageous, passionate advocates for an inclusive and supportive movement. Doers.

@maryeburgess - @acoolidge
Lhadon Tethong
Tibet Action Institute
Dedicated to Tibetans using and understanding digital tools to support their nonviolent fight for freedom.
Jess Klein
User Experience and Instructional Designer
A maker, a mentor, a delightful illustrator and designer, and an open source resource creator.

@iamjessklein
Sara Fratti
Instituto Panameño de Derecho y Nuevas Tecnologías
Dreamer of a better internet for all, but specifically for women and the next generation. Activist with CC Guatemala.
María Sefidari Huici
Wikimedia Foundation Board
Visionary wiki editor, community raiser, founder of LGBT WikiProject.

@mSefi
Liz Oyange
Aga Khan University
Passionate about Africa and intellectual property.

@lizoyange
Nicole Ebber
*Wikimedia Deutschland*
Transformer, strategist, and builder for the global Wikimedia community.
Catherine Cronin
National University of Ireland
Ground-breaker in open educational practices and research.

@catherinecronin
Amira Dhalla
Mozilla
A woman behind the web. Movement building and designing for inclusive communities.

@amirad
Kim Thanos

Lumen Learning

Social entrepreneur in Open Education who gets stuff done, relentless and passionate about improving the lives of students and faculty.

@kthanos